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this version is compatible with all of my
other generator, you can use this one by

yourself with your own text, logo or
whatever you want. just add it to your main

stylesheet and you are ready to go.
creating sitemaps: download this file, place

it on your server and open it in a text
editor find this line: meta section and

change it to this: save the file and upload it
to your server done! html output: to make
it work, you have to place this style sheets
on the same level as the main stylesheet,
otherwise the css file from this generator
will not work for the sitemap. just add this
code to your main stylesheet: if you are

using my logo.png, you can either upload it
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directly from the guide or you can use your
own image and use this: image-url:

url(logo.png) (this would be the same as
using the logo.png in the main stylesheet
directly) usage: add the generator to your
main stylesheet and add your own text,
logo or whatever you want. open your

website, switch to the text area and click
on the button to generate the sitemap.

graphicsl sitemap generator for html5 and
css3 hey there, i was inspired by a lot of

news recently and thought i would give you
guys a sitemap generator for html5 and
css3. i have tested it on three different
browsers and it seems to work great. it

requires the use of html5 and css3 so it will
only work with those browsers. this

sitemap generator is not a standalone
generator, it is designed to work with my

other generators like html5 generator,
html5 sitemap generator, html5 css3

generator, css3 generator, css3 sitemap
generator, css3 for css3 sitemap generator,
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css3 generator, css3 generator sitemap,
css3 for html5 generator, html5 generator,

html5 sitemap generator. i created the
css3 sitemap generator because it's the

only css3 sitemap generator that i know of.
the generator generates the following:
sitemap generator for html5 and css3:
sitemap html5/css3: 2.0 (html5/css3)

sitemap html5 (html5): 2.0 (html5) sitemap
html5.
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